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How big should a buffer be?
For applications:

Too big: packets wait for too long

Too small: can’t handle bursts

For router manufacturers:

Too big: requires off-chip buffers

Too small: people may not buy the router



How big should a buffer be?

BDP: Jacobson 90, Villamizar and Song 1994

BDP/√n: Appenzeller, McKeown, Keslassy 2004

BDP=Bandwidth x Delay
# of packets inflight for full utilization



2011: PRR breaks usual BDP 
argument for Reno

Since 2004…

2006: Cubic replaced Reno as 
default Linux algorithm 2016: BBR introduced
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How big should a 
buffer be today?



Our results
Understanding how buffer sizes interact with choices made by TCP:

● Buffer size for full utilization for modern TCP implementations 

(PRR, Cubic, BBR, etc…)

● Relationship between buffer size and utilization

Buffers can be made smaller by making better choices



Buffer requirements for a single flow

Algorithm Full Utilization 90% Utilization
Reno BDP 0.80 BDP

Cubic 0.42 BDP 0.28 BDP

BBR 0.25 BDP 0.15 BDP

Scalable 0.14 BDP 0.03 BDP



Multiple Reno flows [Appenzeller, McKeown, Keslassy 2004]

If buffer is ≥ BDP/√n and [conditions apply] then link will be fully 

utilized

Conditions: TCP sends data at a rate that is

1. Uniformly distributed between c1 BDP/n and c2 BDP/n

2. Independent



Conditions:

1. Fair: flows send roughly same amount of data

2. Desynchronized: only a few flows decrease windows at same time

Multiple Reno flows [SAM21]

If n flows share a link and [conditions apply] then:

1. If buffer is ≥ BDP/√n, link will be fully utilized

2. Utilization is at least 1-Ω(1/√n), independent of buffer size



Buffer requirements for 10,000 Reno Flows

1. Full utilization if buffer ≥ BDP/100

2. Always have at least 1-1/100=99% utilization

(independent of buffer size!)



Why do we need the two conditions:

1. Fairness

2. No synchronization



Intuition: buffer only needs to handle variability
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Unfairness increases queue variability
If a TCP flow has more data in flight, it will back off more, causing 
a larger drop in queue depth (and larger required buffer)

Drop in all 
flows



Synchronization increases queue variability

If everyone stops sending data at once, queues will fluctuate more

Synced
Not synced



Queue variability follows √n rule in testbed



Adding randomness reduces synchronization

Can prove √n results without synchronization condition for:

● BBR

● Reno variant which randomly decreases window



Modern TCP requires smaller buffers than Reno

Relationship between buffers and utilization is a consequence of 

congestion control choices

Should be able to get away with buffers of 10-100 packets.

We should only need small buffers



Lots more to understand with buffer sizing!

How are loss and fairness affected by buffer size, even for Reno?

How is application performance impacted by buffer size?

How big a buffer do we need in practice?


